OCHP Update Announcement
Target Versions: OCHP 1.3 | eCHS 1.0.1
Announcement Date: March 11, 2015
Protocol Release Date: April 1, 2015
eCHS Upgrade Date: July 1, 2015

Introduction
Management Summary
After almost a full year of so far undisturbed productive operation of eCHS on OCHP Version
1.2, the next version will be available. Starting with a integration phase on first of July 2015,
the new interface will provide more functionality and higher convenience in the
implementation.
Along with OCHP 1.3 comes the OCHP-direct Extension, providing a simple yet powerful
feature set for remote access and direct charging session control over roaming partner’s
system borders: Let your customers start and stop charging sessions at any roaming partner’s
charge pole through your app!

Technical Summary
In this update to OCHP 1.3 some enhancements are made to the API. Besides a few minor
updates, bug fixes and spellings corrections also new features are added to the API. A field
‘time zone’ is added to specify the time zone of a specific charge point, which was requested
by navigation partners. One more feature requested by navigation partners is the
GeneralLocationType, which enables EVSE owners to specify where the charge point is located.
This can be for example ‘on-street’, but also in a ‘parking-garage’.
Another new feature is the possibility to specify remote authorization types to the
AuthMethodType, which is extended with OchpDirectAuth and OperatorAuth. OchpDirectAuth
enables the authorization via an OCHP-direct capable provider, whereas OperatorAuth enables
a direct online payment for a specific EVSE.
One more important improvement in OCHP 1.3 is the addition of power ratings in the
RatingsType class. Values of the maximumPower, guaranteedPower and nominalVoltage can be
supplied by the EVSE owner.
eCHS is extended with the possibility to receive notifications e-mails about incoming roaming
requests. Also the roaming connections matrix is enhanced with a button to switch the view
of the matrix to showing a list of own partners for a selected foreign partner.
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Changes to OCHP
1. Renamed all wrongly spelled occurrences of calypso
Change type:

Bug Fix

Impact:

☐Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

eCHS translates the value to OCHP 1.2

Forward-Compatibility:

eCHS translates the value to OCHP 1.3

Impact for partners:

none

Description:

There were different spelling versions of the name “Calypso”
around. Specification and WSDL gets harmonized to the right
one.

Change:

A4310CB9EBF453DF6ECE052278BEE50B73E3449F

Specification
(none)
WSDL (API)

eCHS GUI
(none)
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2. Changed error codes for eCHS response messages
Change type:

Enhancement

Impact:

☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

OCHP 1.2 interface responds with old error codes.

Forward-Compatibility:

OCHP 1.3 interface responds with new error codes.

Impact for partners:

Error handling should be revised and updated when
implementing OCHP 1.3

Description:

The error codes in OCHP 1.2 do not represent all situations
correctly. Error handling in partner’s systems may be difficult.
New error codes are introduced.

Change:

664FC946130BB45E79970C8CF6C9882657E030A0

Specification
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WSDL (API)

eCHS GUI
(none)
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3. Re-arranged the geo reference handling
Change type:

Enhancement

Impact:

☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

eCHS maps the geo points to the OCHP 1.2 structure and omits
the names. Additional geo points which do not fit the OCHP 1.2
structure are left out. There are no such situations known in the
current data.

Forward-Compatibility:

eCHS maps the geo points into the new structure and does not
set the name fields.

Impact for partners:

Implement new structure, possibility to send more details.

Description:

For user navigation purpose a name field to each entry or exit
point of a parking area is needed. This can be displayed to the
driver while navigation into bigger parking sites with multiple
entrances. To support this, the geo referencing gets re-arranged.

Change:

30E3FC30D070DFDCCB055F96C7C92CDECC196288

Specification
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WSDL (API)
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eCHS GUI
(none)
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4. Added a Time Zone field to ChargePointInfo type
Change type:

Enhancement

Impact:

☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

eCHS drops the time zone value

Forward-Compatibility:

eCHS does not set the time zone field

Impact for partners:

none

Description:

Navigation providers need to know the time zone of a charge
point. The calculation of the actual time zone from a geo location
is not trivial. Hence the time zone can be specified in OCHP 1.3
as tzdata string. (Visit http://www.iana.org/time-zones for further
reading.)

Change:

146F919A80114F23EFB0DD5364733AD8137B6663

Specification

WSDL (API)

eCHS GUI
(none)
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5. Simplified the definition of 24/7 operating hours
Change type:

Bug Fix

Impact:

☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

eCHS creates seven days with opening hours “00:00 till 24:00” in
the OCHP 1.2 interface when the 24/7 value is set in the OCHP
1.3 interface.

Forward-Compatibility:

eCHS detects all opening hours “00:00 till 24:00” or “00:00 till
23:59” in OCHP 1.2 and sets the 24/7 value in the OCHP 1.3
interface instead.

Impact for partners:

Opening hour definition to be rebuild

Description:

The most common case of operating hours can be defined by a
single Boolean value. For more complex situations the daily
hours can be specified. This reduces the overhead significantly.
Furthermore the overhead gets reduced by changing some XML
elements to XML attributes in the type definition.

Change:

0B31BD20A169793E6E03A5D76200B9C0E3DA11FA

Specification
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(only major part of the change printed)
WSDL (API)
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eCHS GUI
(none)
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6. Added a general location type
Change type:

Enhancement

Impact:

☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

eCHS drops the location type for OCHP 1.2

Forward-Compatibility:

eCHS sets the location type to “unknown” in OCHP 1.3

Impact for partners:

If available, new data can be added.

Description:

For user information in navigation systems a location type is
needed. It helps the user to filter and search for the desired
charging station.

Change:

194C2E732D207F79F603BDEECBB5A629425A19F1

Specification
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WSDL (API)

eCHS GUI
(none)
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7. Added remote authorisation modes
Change type:

Enhancement

Impact:

☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

eCHS drops new authorization methods

Forward-Compatibility:

New authorization methods are not available for OCHP 1.2 data

Impact for partners:

Possible enhancement in customer communication (POI display)

Description:

The AuthMethodType was only defining the technical capability
of the charge point itself. However, in many cases also remote
access is possible and has to be communicated to the user. Two
additional auth methods make this possible.

Change:

212E119EE298E255FAC6C02E7D7DB1026D97A4DA

Specification

WSDL (API)

eCHS GUI
(none)
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8. Added power ratings to the charge points
Change type:

Enhancement

Impact:

☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

Ratings are not available for OCHP 1.2 data

Forward-Compatibility:

The eCHS does not set the ratings property on a OCHP 1.2
charge point

Impact for partners:

Possibility for filling of the rating values should be checked.

Description:

Users need to know the available power at the charge point
beforehand in order to find a charge point fitting their needs.
Therefore three values are added that can be displayed to the
user or used to calculate charge time forecasts.

Change:

540D888CC2A3E61E63B20D20C761A523796F0B57

Specification
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WSDL (API)

eCHS GUI
(none)
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9. Definition of charge point categories
Change type:

Bug Fix

Impact:

☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

Charge point categories are not transferred to the OCHP 1.2
interface

Forward-Compatibility:

eCHS will not set a charge point category for data from OCHP 1.2

Impact for partners:

Internal categories have to be mapped

Description:

A charge point category is added to allow different pricing levels
in roaming agreements based on the category. The operator
should define charge point categories as short codes and
negotiate roaming tariffs on their basis and optionally based on
further conditions (e.g. day time, connector, etc).

Change:

91C6BD2C197D25C42F517BEBF9EB839C1F4C073F

Specification

WSDL (API)

eCHS GUI
(none)
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10.

Harmonized type case of chargePointInfoArray

Change type:

Bug Fix

Impact:

☐Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

n/a

Forward-Compatibility:

n/a

Impact for partners:

Correction of the element name in the implementation

Description:

Element chargePointInfoArray was incorrectly spelled
chargepointInfoArray in SetChargePointListRequest.

Change:

FDE01137FC1339E6C22EA9307E2F7876E6A6664D

Specification
(none)
WSDL (API)

eCHS GUI
(none)
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11.

Added referenced resources to the charge points

Change type:

Bug Fix

Impact:

☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

n/a

Forward-Compatibility:

n/a

Impact for partners:

Enhanced user information possible

Description:

Added data type to reference a resource in the internet for the
user of the charge point. This can be further information and/or
further functionality.

Change:

CF1667F0C16767B8E031CCC442317BBBD66CFF29

Specification
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WSDL (API)

eCHS GUI
(none)
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12.

Specification document

Change type:

Bug Fix, Enhancement

Impact:

☒Specification, ☐API, ☐eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

n/a

Forward-Compatibility:

n/a

Impact for partners:

none

Description:

Various spelling errors in the specification document get
corrected. Added more information to different definitions.
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Changes to the eCHS
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13.

Notification of incoming roaming requests

Change type:

Enhancement

Impact:

☐Specification, ☐API, ☒eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

n/a

Forward-Compatibility:

n/a

Impact for partners:

Ease of business processes

Description:

Some roaming partners requested better process integration for
incoming roaming relations. Therefore a notification e-mail will
be used. There is a configurable email address per partner
already in the system. Whenever a partner is requested for a
new roaming connection, they will receive an email with the
details. This email contains a direct link to the “confirm roaming
connection” view in eCHS from where they can log in and
confirm the roaming request. The requesting roaming partner
will receive a confirmation email as well. Alternatively the
roaming connections can still be managed in the GUI.

Change:
Specification
(none)
WSDL (API)
(none)
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eCHS GUI
E-Mail “New Request”:

E-Mail “Request Confirmed”:
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14.

Reverse Matrix View

Change type:

Enhancement

Impact:

☐Specification, ☐API, ☒eCHS

Backward-Compatibility:

n/a

Forward-Compatibility:

n/a

Impact for partners:

Easier roaming relation handling

Description:

Roaming connections to one foreign partner from multiple own
partners should be easier to request. In the current user
interface the roaming relation request starts with the selection
of the own partner for whom a user wants to request a roaming
relation. The Partner Matrix view shows a list of all possible
roaming partners for a selected partner and is used to request
roaming relations. Users acting for multiple partners have to set
roaming connections for each of the own partners separately. A
toggle button is added to the top of the matrix view. It allows
switching the view of the matrix: Showing the list of own
partners for a selected foreign partner.

Change:
Specification
(none)
WSDL (API)
(none)
eCHS GUI
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